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Become an AMSOIL Preferred Customer
Save 25% Amsoil Products
No Forms to Fill out
No Minimum Orders




Start Buying Amsoil at Wholesale Prices Now







Shop Amsoil Products

Choose Your Oil Drain Mileage Interval 25K – 15K – 7,500 or OEM

Most Popular Oils to fit everyone’s budget and the difference between the Oils

	Amsoil Signature Series offers the highest protection with the long extended Oil  mileage oil of 25,000 miles / 1 year whichever comes first, between oil changes
	Amsoil XL Series, our  boosted formulation of 100% synthetic extra engine protection 12,000 miles / 1 year of protection between oil changes
	AMSOIL OE Synthetic Motor Oil is recommended for the intervals stated by the vehicle manufacturer or indicated by the oil life monitoring system
	AMSOIL for classic vehicles, contains high levels of ZDDP (zinc), top-tier additives, and rust inhibitors to protect your passion, deliver maximum performance
	Amsoil European Series  Premium 100% synthetic formulation designed for the unique demands of European engines


AMSOIL products are backed by the  Amsoil Limited Warrenty designed lifetime of the oil. You can find these oils at Amsoil Dealership of Tomball and locate on Google as Amsoil Dealer Near Me







Choose Your Amsoil Products!
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Synthetic Oil Vs. Conventional Oil

AMSOIL synthetic lubricants deliver wear protection, engine cleanliness, and fuel efficiency that conventional oils can’t match. Synthetic Oil is Molecular Engineering for Modern Engines. Synthetic lubricants are chemically engineered for thermal stability, dependable, long-lasting overall performance, and protection that helps tools ultimate longer.

Better Fuel Economy 2% to 5%

AMSOIL synthetic lubricants have more excellent lubricity than conventional oils. That potential less friction on shifting parts, less heat, less put on, and fuel savings are averaging 2% to 5%.

Extended Drain Intervals up to 25,000 miles

AMSOIL Signature Series: MAX Performance Engine Oils has an endorsed service life/drain interval of up to 25,000 miles or one year.

The Right Environmental Choice

Longer service life than conventional motor oils. The benefits of the Amsoil Synthetic motor oil.

Keeping it Cool

The best lubricity AMSOIL synthetic oils reduces friction, lowering lubricant temperatures of 20 to 50° F. AMSOIL retains its protecting film, on bearings, at engine temperatures that wreck ordinary lubricants.

Reduces Oil Consumption

AMSOIL oil does not “boil off” like conventional petroleum oils. Instead, they remain internal to your engine, lubricating, cooling, and protecting shifting parts. In addition, lower oil consumption and excellent environment-friendly operations suggest lower emissions, another environmental benefit.

Unbeatable Cold Temperature Performance

Amz oil lubricants are synthetic; which is molecularly engineered with pour factors as low as -60°F. This cold temperature fluidity gives motorists less complicated iciness starting and fast lubrication to critical engine parts.

Finest Filtration In The World – with Nano Technology

AMSOIL oil and air filters are unmatched in efficiency and longer provider life. Nano Fiber technology affords absolute removal of 5-20 micron dirt particles.

Lubrication Excellence for a Wide Range of Applications

AMSOIL makes use of only the best synthetic base stock and additives. AMSOIL Synthetic Lubricants and Filtration Products are an excellent choice for a vast range of automotive, business, and industrial equipment.

Unsurpassed Customer Service

Amsoil retains a complete workforce of chemists, lubrication engineers, engine specialists, filtration professionals, and lubrication industry consultants. They are on hand to answer questions and help with exceptional projects and applications.



Buy Amsoil Now
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Amsoil by Application
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Choose Your AMSOIL Products by APPLICATION
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Car & Light Truck
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Motorcycles
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Dirt Bike
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Snowmobiles
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Off Road & 4×4
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Boats & Personal Watercraft
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ATV & UTV
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Diesel Motors
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Compact Imports & Tuners
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Motor Homes
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Classic & Vintage
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Semi-Trailer Trucks




Application Lookup Guide

Amsoil proven better than competitors
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AMSOIL Exceeds all other Synthetic Oil

Products offer many benefits over other synthetic oils. When you use AMSOIL products, you can count on:

	Extended oil drain for 25,000 miles or 1 Year
	Better wear protection than any other Synthetic oil
	AMSOIL Warranties your engine when you use their oil
	Outperforms all the major competitors
	Improves your Gas Mileage
	The first API Approved Synthetic Motor Oil (1972)
	Reduces engine/transmission temperature
	Reduce Oil Consumption
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Amsoil Online Dealer

The Best Wholesale Amsoil Dealer For Easy Online Order

There is no better synthetic oil or lubricant on the market than AMSOIL. As a proud Amsoil dealer, I would say Amsoil is a renowned brand producing top-quality synthetic motor oil globally. This claim is based on customer feedback and laboratory tests as well. AMSOIL synthetic oils and lubricants keep engines clean from the inside out. Thousands of fleets operating in severe conditions for many years have proven the quality of AMSOIL products.

AMSOIL synthetic oil and lubricant products provide superior protection, durability, and performance. With improving fuel economy, it reduces engine wear while extending the overall life of your vehicle.

How to find an Amsoil dealer for wholesale price?

Whether you are in the US or Canada, by typing Amsoil dealer near me, you will find Amsoil independent dealer. To enjoy Amsoil wholesale prices on all products, become an Amsoil preferred customer. You will receive a 25% discount on all Amsoil products with this membership.

You can apply for membership with Amsoil Dealer of Tomball when you search for Amsoil near me. Besides getting a 25% discount, you will also get free shipping offers and gear throughout the year.

Buy Amsoil only from independent resellers and dealers.

If you see anyone putting Amsoil for sale banner, you must check if they are registered Amsoil dealers. Amsoil sells its products only through its independent registered dealers, with Amsoil prices being the same with each dealer.

There is no reason to choose anything less than top-quality synthetic motor oil. Ordering Amsoil online today is the best decision, especially when we are delivering it to your door steps.





Amsoil High Mileage Oil Save Time and Money Amsoil for Sale



Amsoil dealer is the highest quality synthetic lubricant for cars, trucks, motorcycles, boats, ATVs, snowmobiles, lawnmowers, and everything else with an engine. Amsoil lubricants are designed to help your equipment run at hi-efficiency and remain longer. Join the millions of people that use and benefit from high-quality Amsoil products.

Why is Amsoil synthetic oil often viewed as the best synthetic motor oil available? It’s simply about performance and care, not only for your vehicle but also for the environment. If you compare, say, Amsoil motorcycle oil to another brand-name synthetic oil. The results would be definitive — so definitive.  In fact, you’d be rushing to our online Amsoil Dealership to place your orders! Check us out today Amsoil dealership.









	
		
						

I started using the small engine oil for my pressure washer and lawn mower, and now the mower doesn’t smoke anymore.

It’s the Best!



Byron  Smith



		

	
	
		
						

I have been using it for years and love it, I drive a lot and put 12,000 miles in 6 months. This oil allows me to go those 12,000 miles without oil changes. I only need to change my oil twice a year in this truck.



Douglas Picou



		

	
	
		
						

SImple the Best! I have been using Amsoil Synthetic oil for years on everything and it’s been the best. No problems and no deposit build upin the engine.

I highly recommend

 



Damon Smith



		

	
	
		
						

Our Amsoil Dealer near me recommend the ASL 5-30W product. It’s been wonderful using Amsoil on my engines and had no problems over 15 years now.



 JEFF NELSON



		

	
	
		
						

This saves me on getting from getting oil changes so much.



SARAH COLLINS



		

	
	
		
						

I use this in my race car and our family car and provides excellent care.



WESTLY DEMBERT



		

	
	
		
						

Love it, been using it for years!



 JAMES CROWDER



		

	


	



	

	
Shop Amsoil Products




Amsoil Dealer Near Me are  Amsoil Dealer on Google

A place where we have Amsoil for sale in stock most of the time. Lubeoilsales is an independent Amsoil dealership near me doing business in the USA and Canada. Here’s some information about “the company”.  Amsoil is 50 years old and known as a company of “First”.



Place Amsoil Orders Today
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Order Amsoil : 1 (800) 956-5695 Use Referral #1243776 when Ordering
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